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Living Life As a Life-long Learner 

Musicians are inherently life-long learners because it takes a lifetime to fully 
master one’s instrument. This is especially true of singers, as our instru-
ment is contained within our body, which is constantly changing every hour 
of every day. This time of year is a wonderful season to actively pursue 
new educational insight into the art and craft of barbershop. Regional con-
tests are over and singers, directors and music teams across the globe are 
armed with feedback from their recent scores and judges’ comments. 
Some are feverishly preparing to apply the feedback gained from these as-
sessments to improving their musical product, performance and presenta-
tion in preparation for International in October. Others will analyze their re-
sults to create an educational plan and approach to ensure that they suc-
cessfully progress toward their established goals in the coming weeks, 
months and year.  
 
This month, more than 400 Directors, Judges and Arrangers along with Re-
gional Education and Directors Coordinators will gather on the picturesque 
campus of California University of Pennsylvania to attend the 2011 Direc-
tors' Seminar, Judge Training and IMAP Workshop. This year’s theme is 
Adjudicators, Arrangers and Arm Wavers—Achieve Artistry Together and 
registrants will engage in classes and networking sessions designed to 
help them take the next steps towards reaching their “A” potential. 
 
For those of you not attending the seminar, you’ll want to mark your calen-
dars for next July and the 2012 A Cappella Harmony Academy. The two-
day academy, which is open to members and non-members, will offer 
classes in vocal and visual performance skills, musicianship and leader-
ship. It will also be your opportunity to meet your Sweet Adelines sisters 
from around the world and learn with them from some our finest faculty. 
Please watch the website and upcoming issues of The Pitch Pipe for more 
details about this premiere educational event. 
 
Finally, we hope you’re enjoying the all-new Members Only Education Cen-
ter. The Directors/Quartet section will be of particular interest to you, espe-
cially the new quarterly podcast series presented by the Director Education 
Coordinators. Once in the Directors/Quartet section of the Education Cen-
ter, select the Podcasts button in the left-hand column to access these ar-
chived messages. Sweet Adelines International provides these opportuni-
ties to you so that you may continue on your journey as a life-long learner 
— learning to master your instrument, your craft, your art. 

http://www.sweetadelineintl.org/seminar2011.cfm
http://www.sweetadelineintl.org/seminar2011.cfm


The Vocal “Wobble”: Causes and Solutions 

It is with increasing frequency that singers from 
all over the world write me and ask, "What is a 
wobble and how can I solve this problem in my-
self and others?" The question comes from 
teachers and singers alike who are concerned 
about their vocal health.  
 
Before answering this question, I think it is ap-
propriate to establish a clear definition of a 
"wobble" and its causes. As a vocal profes-
sional, I define a "vocal wobble" as an "overly 
wide vibrato" which affects a large variation of 
pitch. The oscillation usually is somewhat slower 
than that of an acceptably healthy vibrato. Nor-
mal vibrato effects much less pitch differentia-
tion. The tonal quality engages a series of higher 
overtones that enhance what many call "ring" in 
the voice.  
 
Certain cultures have no problem with a 
"wobble." A perfect example is in certain Asian 
pop music where a wide vibrato is not only ac-
ceptable but is also a fashionable and desired 
vocal characteristic. Most vocal professionals 
agree that a vocal "wobble" involves laryngeal 
muscles that should not be used in healthy sing-
ing.  
 
A singer who sings with a "wobble" is using 
throat muscles that cause vocal deterioration 
over a period of time. Contrary to popular belief, 
a vocal "wobble" often has little to do with the 
singer's age. I have had singers in their 20s suf-
fering from this vocal disorder. It is simply a use 
of incorrect vocalism that often comes from a 
damaging vocal technique. As stated before, 
some cultures have little, if any, problem with 
this kind of production. I have personally ob-
served that the "wobble" is often quite accepted 
in some of the more dramatic German Opera. 
Often singers who study the "hinten und un-
ten" (back and down) technique — vowel place-
ment without proper lifting of the soft palate — 
suffer from a depressed larynx. This production 
is a large factor in helping to create the "vocal 
wobble." In contrast, it is more rare to find Italian 
singers who suffer from the "wobble" because 

the Italian School prefers a "brighter" vocal 
sound. Also, the German language tends to be 
darker. This is not to say that Italian singers 
never have a "wobble" and German singers al-
ways do. There are exceptions in every circum-
stance. However, it is important to note that 
there is a definite role that language plays in cre-
ating or discouraging this condition.  
 
It is a well known fact that Maria Callas had a 
tremendously wide "wobble" in the top of her 
voice from dragging the lower register too high. 
On the other hand, Cecilia Bartoli has no sign of 
this in her singing. In fact, she has a shimmering 
vibrato with lots of brilliance in the tone. Voice 
type can play a role in the tendency of vocal 
"wobble." Usually it occurs in larger and more 
dramatic voices. Basses can especially suffer 
from this condition because of the thickness of 
their vocal folds.  
 
In my 25-year history of teaching, the problem of 
the "vocal wobble" has come up repeatedly in 
singers of all ages. In this article, I have chosen 
to break down the causes and then get to the 
solutions. In most cases, there is one missing 
link in vocal coordination that creates the root of 
this particular problem.  
 

Causes of "vocal wobble":  
(1) Lack of focus in vocal tone.  
(2) Singing without proper closure of the 

vocal cords.  
(3) Inconsistent "resistance" in the body 

to control the outward flow of air 
(some call this "support").  

(4) Singing with too much "thick vocal 
cord mass."  

(5) Dragging too much "chest voice" or 
"heavy mechanism" (see William Ven-
nard's book, Singing; the Mechanism 
and the Technique) too high.  

(6) A shaking diaphragm. 
 
Let's first address problem #1: lack of focus in 
the tone is directly related to a lack of high over-

By David L. Jones, Vocal Pedagogue 
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tones. One major factor which can cut out these 
overtones is the tongue position. I heard re-
nowned vocal pedagogue Alan Lindquest say re-
peatedly to use the "ng" position of the tongue as 
"home base" while pronouncing words in music. 
This "ng" position means that the tongue is 
"arched in the middle" and the tongue tip is posi-
tioned behind the lower teeth and often "down into 
the gum line." Most vocal professionals know that 
the tongue must be free to move, however the 
tongue needs the "ng" reference in order to keep 
the pharynx (primary resonator) from being "filled 
up" with the back of the tongue. This tongue posi-
tion discourages a flat, depressed tongue that cre-
ates pressure directly at the vocal folds. A flat 
tongue position is the direct cause of depressed 
larynx production, an extremely dangerous vocal 
technique. This pressure at the root of the tongue 
can be a major cause of a "wobble." Lack of focus 
in the vocal tone can also be connected with an 
overly-dropped soft palate. Alan Lindquest used 
the image of "pronouncing through the cheek 
bones" rather than directly out the mouth space. 
This requires a lifted soft palate in order for the 
higher overtones to be felt in the cheek bones. 
Kirsten Flagstad spoke of the "ng" feeling as the 
core of her tone that was "like a silver thread." 
Birgit Nilsson calls it singing with "shine" in the 
voice. Whatever it may be called, singing with 
proper "ng" resistance helps the tone to become 
vibrant and beautiful.  
 

Solution: Practicing vocal exercises going 
from "ng" to a vowel can help a singer tre-
mendously. I often tell a singer to open the 
vowel by "lifting the palate away from the 
tongue" rather than the tongue "crashing 
downward" into the back of the throat. 
 
Problem #2: Singing without proper closure of the 
vocal cords. Jussi Björling told Lindquest in 1938 
that it took him several years to get his "attack" so 
that the vocal cords did not "leak too much 
breath." This can be a controversial vocal concept. 
Spanish vocal pedagogue Manuel Garcia called 
this concept the "coup de glotte," or proper ap-
proximation of the vocal folds. Throughout the his-
tory of the teaching of singing, this subject has 
been called by several names. Lindquest called it 
the "gentle closing of the cords." William Vennard 
called it the "imaginary H." In the end, it is impor-
tant that the cords come together after inhalation. 
Many singers do not do this and the result over 

time is a "flatting of pitch" in singing. Another re-
sult can be a vocal "wobble." When too much air 
pressure comes through the glottis at the attack, 
the vocal cords are not encouraged to vibrate 
quickly, therefore a "slower and wider vibrato" 
can result.  
 

Solution: The "ng" brings the vocal cords 
together in the perfect approximation 
without too much "squeeze of the cords 
or too much wild, loose air through the 
cords." If the cords are trained to come 
together with a sense of gentle firmness, 
the resulting vibrato will tend to be faster 
and healthier. Lindquest had singers 
speak the "eh" vowel with a rather closed 
mouth position and "feel the cords come 
together properly." 
 
Problem #3: Inconsistent "body resistance" in 
singing. This can also be called "support." (See 
my articles on breath and breath management.) 
Many singers do not understand that there must 
be resistance in the body in order not to 
"overblow" the vocal cords. Some in the vocal 
professional world call this "support." In fact, the 
intercostals, lower lumbars, and pectorals are the 
three primary muscle groups that "hold back 
breath pressure." The solar plexus area will also 
"resist outward" as a flat sheath of muscle, not a 
knot. We sing on "compressed breath;" not loose 
air. The feeling can be compared to lifting a me-
dium weight object. The correct instinct in the 
body is to compress the breath and close the 
glottis before singing. Again, this must be a gen-
tle action.  
 

Solution: If one takes a breath as though 
they have forgotten what to say, the feel-
ing will come into the body. Also aligning 
the body against a wall and breathing into 
the lower back will encourage the correct 
posture for the proper compression to oc-
cur. Then the singer needs to experiment 
with producing sound while "pressing the 
lower back into the wall." The result will 
be a slight "grunt" feeling in the body. 
The operative word here is SLIGHT. Many 
take one concept too far and the vocal 
balance is disturbed, creating even more 
vocal problems. 
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because it allows the voice to "lighten with-
out squeezing." It has been my experience 
that many who supervise a singer's process 
do not hear when a tone is "squeezed" into 
position. Often this "squeeze" is heard as a 
type of resonance. True resonance can only 
be accomplished with an open primary reso-
nator (pharynx). When a singer can accom-
plish "lightening without squeezing" as they 
go up from the lower range, the chance of 
the "vocal wobble" occurring is diminished 
greatly. The voice flips into "light mecha-
nism" or "head voice" as the singer goes 
higher in range. 
 
Addressing Problem #6: The shaking diaphragm: 
Often the shaking diaphragm is a condition which 
haunts larger-voiced singers. At some point in their 
training, they have misunderstood proper "body re-
sistance." A "pumping of the diaphragm" is often a 
desire to enhance vibrato on a tone that is not free 
to vibrate on its own. The result is an "imbalance of 
the healthy stream of air through the larynx." This 
"pumping of the diaphragm" creates uneven spurts 
of breath pressure through the larynx. At this point 
other throat muscles are engaged to help "hold back 
this breath pressure." The result is a large "wobble" 
and vocal fatigue. The less the throat is involved in 
singing the better and this type of vocalism engages 
throat muscles that make for unhealthy and injurious 
singing.  
 

Solution: Again use the idea of a "constant 
and even resistance" in which the body gen-
tly "flexes outward" at an even rate. The 
idea of leaning the back against the wall is a 
good one. Also place one hand flatly and di-
rectly below the base of the sternum bone. 
Have the "solar plexus" area resist as a "flat 
sheath of muscle" at the "onset" or "attack." 
Keep this healthy "resistance" while singing 
the entire musical line. The resistance 
should stay constant between vowel and 
consonant function. Teach the body to rec-
reate this behavior repeatedly. This can be 
compared to a "moaning" or "very slight 
grunt" sensation in the body. Make sure that 

Problem #4: Singing with too much "thick mass" 
of vocal cords. Alan Lindquest used a very sim-
ple exercise in order for his students to not use 
"too much of the thick edges of the cords." In my 
opinion, this is one reason many larger, lower-
voiced singers suffer from a "wobble."  
 

Solution: Staccato exercises on a closed 
vowel like [i] ("ee") or [e] ("ay") can be 
most helpful in solving this problem. 
Again, the attack must be with the cords 
gently together on the "thin edges." 
When a singer accomplishes this feat, 
the voice suddenly attains a group of 
"higher overtones" which otherwise are 
missing. Small soft staccato exercises 
can be most helpful in accomplishing a 
healthier vibrato speed. 
 
Problem #5: Dragging too much "chest 
voice" (heavy mechanism) too high. I often say 
to a singer that singing with too much "weight in 
the voice" is simply singing a high note with the 
"thickness of cord mass" intended for a lower 
pitch. This puts what my friend Judith Raskin 
called "drag" in the voice; too much pulling from 
the heavy mechanism.  
 

Solution: Lindquest addressed this prob-
lem by working the voice from the top 
down. His favorite vowel for this was the 
tiny Italian [u] ("oo") vowel. This must be 
accomplished with an open throat and 
the feeling of the "ng" in the tone. I was 
also given exercises that moved from 
open vowels in the lower register to a 
closed vowel like [u] ("oo") or [o] ("oh") 
in the upper register. This allows for 
what Lindquest called the "yodel effect." 
The singer feels a "flip" allowing a lighter 
mechanism to take over for the upper 
range. I have had many "classical bel-
ters" in my teaching career. Often they 
have been instructed to keep too much 
"lower color" as they go up from the bot-
tom. This creates vocal strain and often 
results in a "wobble." I suggest to sing-
ers that they use the tiny [u] ("oo") vowel 
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this action is gentle and not abrupt. Loss of 
correct body support or what Lindquest 
called "hook-up" is detrimental to healthy 
singing. If this "healthy" resistance can be 
repeated and made a habit, the "shaking 
diaphragm" will disappear. 
 
To teachers and singers alike, I wish you the best 
luck in finding and executing healthy singing. 
Please address any questions to 
info@voiceteacher.com. 
 
 

David L. Jones, a native Texan, studied at Texas 
Christian University and pursued Graduate Re-

search at the University of 
North Texas. After suffering 
vocal difficulties over a pe-
riod of years, he decided to 
seek out a vocal technician 
of Old World training. It was 
indeed fortunate that he 
found Alan R. Lindquest. It 
was Lindquest who helped 
him to understand the Old 
Italian School with the Swed-
ish influence. 

In 1979, Mr. Jones studied with Alan Lindquest, 
whose first two teachers were students of Manuel 
Garcia. It was Lindquest's study with Inge Börg-
Iséne (a teacher of Kirsten Flagstad) and Joseph 
Hislop (Jussi Bjoerling's first teacher) in 1938 and 
1939 that prepared him to become one of the finest 
technicians in the United States. 

David Jones now teaches privately in New York 
and Amsterdam and has been a guest professor 
presenting master classes at various institutions of 
learning in the United States and Europe.  

This and many other articles about vocal technique 
and singing can be found at his website: 
http://www.voiceteacher.com 

Looking for more vocal skills tips? Looking for more vocal skills tips? Looking for more vocal skills tips?    

Be sure to visit the Voice Section of the new online Be sure to visit the Voice Section of the new online Be sure to visit the Voice Section of the new online 

Members OnlyMembers OnlyMembers Only   Education CenterEducation CenterEducation Center   
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For the past several years my choruses have 
worked hard in the area of resonance.  The Sec-
tion Leaders and I talk about it all the time, though 
the singers may not always be aware of it.  Of the 
four judging categories, Sound is really my favor-
ite, and not just because it's the one I've been 
trained to judge.  If you had to have only ONE 
category to "win" a contest, Sound would be the 
one I'd choose, because without a good "sound" 
the other categories can only go so far.  It's also 
the category that decides which contestant will 
place higher when there's a tie. I've seen a sound 
score determine the winner of a contest — in fact, 
it happened on my very first official judging panel 
— so it was my Sound score that determined the 
winner of that contest!   
 
One of the five vocal skills listed on the Sound 
score sheet is "resonation." As I said, we talk 
about resonance all the time, but we don't always 
label what we're saying with the word 
"resonance." In the Judging Category Description 
Book, the judging "bible," the  glossary defines 
and describes resonation this way: 
 
Resonation:  the intensification and enrichment of 
a musical tone by means of supplementary vibra-
tion.  The effect of vocal resonance is to increase 
the initial tone phonated in the glottis. A resonant 
voice is so called when it has a pleasing quality 
that is rich in high and low overtones. 
 
Think of each pitch as wearing a "hat." The hat is 
filled with other sounds called overtones or par-
tials, which stack above the initial pitch. It's actu-
ally quite scientific. According to the definition you 
just read, that primary pitch is produced or pho-
nated in the glottis (the opening between the vocal 
cords).  The glottis alone isn't enough to carry or 
amplify the tones, so we are each built with reso-
nating chambers to do this important job for both 
speaking and singing. If the singing tone produced 
by the glottis is not resonated properly it will lack 
either high or low overtones. The basses, in par-
ticular, are always striving to sing and then main-
tain the high overtones. This requires freely and 
constantly opened resonating chambers. The 
resonating chambers are the pharynx (throat), the 
back of the throat, the nasal cavities and, to a 

smaller degree, the mouth. The resonating spaces 
are compromised by insufficient breath support 
and air deprivation, a lowered soft palette, tension 
or strain in the jaw, neck, or tongue, or a throat 
that is not open. With that information in mind, can 
you figure out what's happening when your sing-
ers dump on a note or a section of a song? Can 
you figure out how over-articulating consonants 
will affect resonance? How over-dropping the 
mouth or not opening it up enough affect reso-
nance?  When sound is fed into properly resonat-
ing chambers it has lift and will create its own ring. 
When a tone rings, the listener is actually hearing 
one of the overtones of the pitch "hat" or "stack." 
The stronger the resonance, the easier it is to 
hear the ringing overtone. When each voice cre-
ates its own ring and combines with other voices 
creating ring, the chords will lock and ring to-
gether. This is all assuming that each singer is 
singing the correct notes on the paper to begin 
with, even the short, fast moving notes. In this 
sense, all notes are created equally — they all 
need to be accurate and have space and air in 
order to have a chance to ring.  As singers, all we 
really need to do is open the space on each 
breath and then leave the space open. It sounds 
so easy, doesn't it? 
 
Each singer has a natural tendency toward sing-
ing with either high overtones or low overtones. 
We look for this tendency when we place voices in 
a particular voice part when a member joins the 
chorus.  For example, a singer whom we identify 

(continued on page 8) 

Creating Complete and Balanced Resonance 

By Joan Boutilier, DEC Moderator, Director of  Choral-Aires Chorus, Region 3, and River City Sound Chorus, Region 22  
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Introducing CompetitionIntroducing CompetitionIntroducing Competition   

Folio Book 2 Folio Book 2 Folio Book 2 ---   MediumMediumMedium   

We are excited to  

release the second,  

in a series of four,  

Competition Folios.  

The order of the  

arrangements in this  

folio gradually  

progresses from easier 

to medium difficulty. 

The following titles are 

contained in this folio: 

Some Sunny Day; If I  

Had My Life to Live Over;  

I Can't Recall His Name; 

A Bundle of Love Letters; 

Baby, Won't You Please Come 

Home;Toora Loora 

Loora;The Chordbuster's 

March; My Old Kentucky 

Home.  

Teaching Notes,  

as well as  

learning  

media  

are available for $50.00. 

 

Competition Folio Book 1 Competition Folio Book 1 Competition Folio Book 1 ---   

Easy is also available.Easy is also available.Easy is also available.   

The exciting first edition in the 

series contains the following 

titles: Some Sunny Day; Dear 

Old Dad; I Can't Begin To Tell 

You; Are You From 

Dixie;Whose Honey Are 

You;Where is Your Heart (The 

song from Moulin Rouge);  

Razzle Dazzle (from Chicago); 

Love's Old Sweet Song. 

 

This music folio is complete 

with teaching notes and learn-

ing media all for $50.00. 

 

 

 

 

 

A MUST HAVE! UPDATED A MUST HAVE! UPDATED A MUST HAVE! UPDATED    

Judging Category Description Book Judging Category Description Book Judging Category Description Book    

We have recently updated this out-

standing educational tool with 

major changes to the Expression cate-

gory. 

In addition to the 

updates, we are 

offering an interac-

tive online version. 

 

Be able to read the 

book and have over 

60 visual and audio 

examples to help 

you understand 

each of the judging 

categories. Book 

only - $25.00. One 

year subscription 

to the interactive 

version - $25.00. 

Purchase both ver-

sions and save 

$10.00. Book and interactive subscription 

$40.00. 

 

Contact  International Sales for these exciting 

NEW products and much more. 

 

 

International SalesInternational SalesInternational Sales   

111---877877877---545545545---544154415441   

ororor   

sales@sweetadelineintl.orgsales@sweetadelineintl.orgsales@sweetadelineintl.org   



CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 
Have something to add?  

Write an article to share with  

your fellow directors  

and DCP participants. 

 

 Send your suggestions  

and submissions to 

lori@sweetadelineintl.org 

Creating Resonance (cont. from page 6) 
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perfectly balanced resonance in our individual 
voices. We often use simple catch phrases like "the 
bathroom/living room of your sound," "dumping," 
and "placement" to create imagery in a singer's 
mind.  What we really want is for the sound to al-
ways have pleasing, vibrant, and energized reso-
nance!   
 
Joan Boutiler is the director of both Choral-Aires 
Chorus in Region 3 and River City Sound Chorus 

in Region 22. A Master Di-
rector, Joan also sings Tenor 
for 2008 International Quar-
tet Champion THE FOUR BET-

TYS and is in frequent de-
mand as both a chorus and 
quartet coach. 
 
Her degree in Music Educa-
tion from University of New 
Mexico has been a spring-
board for her participation in 

Sweet Adelines International. She is a Certified 
Sound Judge and moderator of the 2011-12 Direc-
tor Education Coordinators, an international com-
mittee on which she has served for the past three 
fiscal years. She has also previously served on the 
international Nominating Committee and Published 
Music Sales and Marketability Committee. 

as being a natural tenor has a lot of high over-
tones in her vocal quality. For this reason, a singer 
who has been trained to sing the First Soprano 
part in a classical choir may not fit the require-
ments for singing classic barbershop tenor be-
cause her voice will appear to be too heavy for our 
style of singing. It will be rich with lower overtones. 
In addition, a classically trained vibrato may also 
be difficult to control. Even though she may have 
the range to sing the tenor part, she will blend bet-
ter and add more to the lead section. Relative to 
this, it can be challenging for the barbershop tenor 
singer to develop the lower overtones so she can 
sing with enough vocal weight in her lower range 
to balance chords. For the bass singer, we look 
for a voice that has more of the lower overtones 
which will add presence to her sound particularly 
in the lower range — the bass voice needs carry-
ing power! It can be challenging for a bass singer 
to tap into the higher overtones so she has a me-
lodic sound. You can probably guess that former 
tenor singers often transfer to the bass part and 
do it very well due to the natural lift in their sound. 
If basses only ever sing bass, they may miss out 
on the feeling of singing with a tone that is rich 
and round. Leads possess a vocal quality that has 
both weight (lower overtones) and height (higher 
overtones) so that the melody projects with an 
evenness of sound.  The baritone voice accesses 
both qualities as she weaves her part around the 
lead voice, but may find herself in dangerous tun-
ing and blending trouble if she doesn't develop a 
good sense of "mixing" her voice. 
 
The goal for all singers is to develop a complete 
resonance.  All voices need a sound rich with 
both the upper and lower overtones. In a simple 
sense, when the upper notes in a singer's vocal 
range lack sufficient space, the sound will be thin, 
strident and possibly piercing. When the lower 
notes don't have sufficient weight they will be thin, 
breathy and lack projection. Or they may not be 
phonating properly, which is a topic for another 
day!  
 
Resonance is present in all voices. It's not as if 
some singers have more resonance than others 
— some voices are just louder than others! 
Rather, we are each constantly striving for the 

mailto:lori@sweetadelineintl.org?subject=Forward%20Motion%20Submission
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ADVANCEMENTSADVANCEMENTS 

Advanced to Master DirectorAdvanced to Master Director  

Tracey Cam, Bathurst Panorama Chorus, Region 34 

Jean Danaher, Carolina Style Chorus, Region 14 

Vicki Dwyer, Circular Keys Chorus, Region 34 

Anne Marteniuk, Westcoast Harmony Chorus, Region 26 

Bonnie McKibben, Greater Harmony Chorus, Region 17 

Wendi McPike, Royal River Chorus, Region 1 

Anna Rosenberg, Pearls of the Sound Chorus, Region 32 

Kathy Scheel, Oregon Spirit Chorus, Region 24 

Joe Spiecker, Valley Forge Chorus, Region 19 

Lynda Wood, Phoenix Chorus, Region 31  

  

Advanced to Certified DirectorAdvanced to Certified Director  

Margaret Adams, River Bend Chorus, Region 3  

Harriet Adamson, DaleDiva Chorus, Region 31 

Ronald Bower, Heart of Highland Chorus, Region 9 

Linda Burge, Member-at-Large 

Sarah Chapman, Mayflowers Plymouth Chorus, Region 31 

Tracey Connors, Coastal a Cappella Chorus, Region 34  

Nancy Faddegon, Saratoga Soundtrack Chorus, Region 16 

Vicki Gibson, Member-at-Large 

Sarah Gill, Mayflowers Plymouth Chorus, Region 31 

Lisa Giorgio, Harmony on the Sound Chorus, Region 1 

Candy Hoddinott, Coastal a Cappella Chorus, Region 34 

Lucy Jones, Geelong Harmony Chorus, Region 34 

Karen Meade, Tucson Desert Harmony Chorus, Region 21 

Constance Norman, Central Oregon Showcase Chorus, Region 24 

Mary Robertson, City of Roses Chorus, Region 31  
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Obviously a vowel sound is something more 
than the “a,e,i,o,u and sometimes y” of the al-
phabet. Notice that they go from the brightest 
sound [ee] to the darkest sound [oo]. Say the 
vowel and then the example, or say the exam-
ple and then the vowel. Memorize the vowel as 
spelled in the list above and know the example 
for reference. Note that, as part of the simplicity 
of this system, only three vowels at the bottom 
of the list require any phonetic markings. Be 
sure you and your singers know the sound rep-
resented by the [a] as in "sat." They will natu-
rally be inclined to pronounce it as [ay] as in 
"say."  
 
Know that two of the common vowels [ay] and 
[oh] are actually diphthongs — two or more 
vowel sounds which elide one into another. 
With regard to all diphthongs, agree on the cor-
rect vowels that make up their sounds. Most 
often, but not always, the initial vowel of a diph-
thong is the sound that is elongated. The sec-
ond sound in the diphthong is thus called the 
"vanishing." It must be heard, but is often very 
short in duration and falls just before the next 

Another Way To Look At Vowels 

If you're not already allocating time for teaching 
your singers unification of tone quality through the 
vowel sound, I urge you to consider it. The vowels 
are the vehicle for the actual tone for the singer. 
(We rarely sing a sustained sound on a conso-
nant!) It's remarkable how dissimilar singers can be 
with their vowel sounds when simply allowed to 
sing a song without attention to agreeing on the 
vowel for each syllable for each word. It's even 
more remarkable what happens when a section or 
a whole choir agrees on and shapes the vowel 
sounds of a series of words in a phrase. Assuming 
a certain similarity of approach to vocal production, 
the blend achieved in this way is almost miracu-
lous. It's like one had turned the focusing knob on a 
projector. The fuzziness is gone...the clarity is 
amazing. 
 
The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is a 
great tool. It is well worth learning and for the seri-
ous singer, it's a must.  

But there may be an easier and perhaps more ef-
fective way to get your singers on the road to un-
derstanding this.  
 
Simple is good. Narrow it down to twelve vowels. (I 
can't get it any lower than that and still make it 
work.) For American English, these twelve vowels 
may be all you need. Here they are: 
 

By Howard Meharg, Editor of ACDA’s Northwest Division Newsletter 

IPA VOWEL CHART 

VOWEL 

SOUND 

EXAMPLE 

[ee] see, thee, bee 

[ih] sit, fit, bit 

[ay] say, lay, stay (often pro-

nounced as dipthong [a+ee]) 

[eh] set, let, debt 

[a] sat, mat, hat 

[ah] lot, father 

[aw] lawn, fawn 

[uh] love, dove, tough 

[oh] lone, cone (often pronounced 

as dipthong [oh+oo]) 

[ər] earth, dearth 

[oo] look, took 

[oo] loon, soon 

˘ 

ˉ 
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Vowels (cont. from page 11) 

them to sing the syllables using the correct vowel 
on a single pitch for the whole phrase. Devise your 
own interesting method of calling their attention to 
unifying, agreeing, on the correct vowel for each 
syllable. Above all, notice — and ask them to no-
tice — the tremendous change in the sound of your 
choir as they begin to achieve true unisons based 
on vowel unity. 
 

Old Fred Waring arrange-
ments from the 1950's and 
early-60's used Tone Sylla-
bles, a similar pronunciation 
guide system. Dig one up and 
take a look, they’re available 
from Shawnee Press. I was 
able to attend one workshop 
with Fred Waring shortly be-
fore he died. He still advo-
cated this device and insisted 
on correct vowels and clean, 
crisp consonants — to the 
point of obsession.  
 
We have some bad habits in 
the west especially regarding 
our treatment of certain diph-
thongs. The worst is to substi-

tute the sound of [a] as in “sat” as the initial vowel 
in the hundreds of words which should use the 
diphthong. 
 
Here are some examples: 
How - we tend to say [ha-oo]...with the first sound 
of the diphthong as the vowel in the word “sat” and 
following it by the vanishing [oh] sound. When 
done, this can take on a "country" twang, especially 
if exaggerated. 
 
This word and hundreds like it (how, now, brown, 
cow, or the first syllable of "mountain,") should be 
pronounced with the sound of [ah] followed by the 
[oh] vanishing sound [ah+oo]. ([Hah+oo].) 
 
Many singers are very "lazy" when it comes to 
shaping the vowels. Few really get to a pure [ee] 
(as in “see, thee, tree”). Even fewer get to a pure 
[oo] (as in “loon, soon, boon”). Take care to keep a 
"vertical" dimension to the tone quality, especially 
as you sing the brighter vowels such as the [ee]. 

word. There are a few exceptions and, by coinci-
dence, the word "few" is one of them. It's a com-
bination of [ee+oo]. The [oo] portion is the sus-
tained vowel.  
 
What about the consonants? Consonants be-
come the separators — the sounds made by ac-
tions of the tongue and lips against the teeth and 
the hard and soft palate. In the flow of a sung 
phrase, they separate the 
vowels, clarifying and ar-
ticulating the flow of 
sound into understand-
able words. Be aware that 
colloquial use of conso-
nants (or lack of conso-
nants), or substituting one 
consonant sound for an-
other, can destroy an oth-
erwise refined effort.  
 
Just as there really is an 
almost infinite number of 
pitches between, say, A-
220 and A-440, an octave, 
it can be argued that there 
is an almost infinite num-
ber of vowel sounds from 
the brightest [ee] to the darkest [oo] in the Eng-
lish vowel spectrum. But with our scale of 
pitches, we use solfége syllables as “pegs” for a 
diatonic scale — do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, ti, do — 
and then break it down a bit more by a series of 
half-steps using the chromatic scale. By the 
same token, the chart above uses "pegs" of quite 
distinguishable vowel sounds — twelve in num-
ber — to provide a distinct sound for virtually 
every syllable in the American English language. 
It most definitely works for singing! 
 
I think it absolutely necessary that singers be 
taught the "spellings" and markings for these 
vowel sounds. They must make a connection be-
tween what it looks like (visual) and what is 
sounds like (aural). This takes practice. It will be-
gin to make sense quickly. Write out a phrase or 
two from a song you've been working on, elon-
gating the words with hyphens between syllables. 
(See Figure 1 on page 13.) Ask the singers to 
write the correct vowel under the syllables. Ask 
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might become [cahn-tree] rather than [cuhn-tree]. 
Again, use your good ears to see if this is too 
much. 
 
In summary 
You will be amazed at the improvement in tone, 
blend, and diction when you master the twelve 
vowels in American English and teach a system 
(this one, IPA, or your own) for making your singers 
conscious of singing the correct vowel on every 
syllable of every word they sing. Take no shortcuts! 
  
  
 
Howard Meharg taught choral music in the high 
schools of Kelso and Longview, Wash., for thirty 
years. His professional work includes two tours 
with the Norman Luboff Choir and he was a co-

founder and singer in Male Ensemble Northwest for 
20 years. Choirs under his direction have sung for 
the national American Choral Directors Association 
(ACDA) convention as well as for regional confer-
ences on several occasions. He has served as 
president of the Washington chapter of ACDA twice 
and has been an active member of the board for 
both the northwest division and for Washington 
state for over 15 years including serving as news-
letter editor and now, as web designer/editor, for all 
six states in the NWACDA division, as well as for 
the divisional site. He has also designed and main-
tains the ACDA website for the state of Arkansas. 
He serves currently on the national technology 
committee for ACDA. 
  
In addition to his continuing work as choir director 
at St. Stephen's Episcopal Church in Longview, 
Wash., in 2009 he founded Chor 
Anno (the annual choir), so named 
because the group sings one con-
cert weekend each year. The 
group is based in Vancouver, 
Wash., where Howard lives with 
his wife, Karen. Howard Meharg 
can be reached at                 
hkmeharg@comcast.net. 

Simply put, it's a matter of keeping a certain 
roundness to the lips rather than a spread or 
"horizontal" shape. 
 
I'm aware that the "placement" of the vowel in the 
resonating cavity can and should change depend-
ing on the range of the note and the desired char-
acter of the tone quality. The "placement" of the 
tone, frontal or farther back in the throat may have 
some slight bearing on the sound of the vowel. 
Females, in particular will find it necessary to 
modify the vowel as they sing above the staff. 
Start in the comfortable middle ranges. Just get 
started on the fundamentals! Know the sounds 
yourself. Train your ears for hearing unified vow-
els. Train your singers to see and hear vowels. 
 

Figure 1 - Try singing it on vowels only! 

"Leaning" vowels for better tone quality 
You will soon discover that habits of speech, collo-
quial styles, and (very often) singers who are inex-
perienced or have no formal voice training, will 
benefit from "leaning" a vowel sound (in most 
cases) toward the next “peg” or the adjacent 
vowel.  
 
Very often, for example, inexperienced singers will 
sing the [ay] vowel with a spread tone quality — 
one lacking in resonance or "point" to the tone. 
Ask them to keep a certain roundness to the 
shape of the vowel but lean the [ay] toward an 
[ee]. They should just "lean" it that direction, care-
ful not to overdo it! 
 
The [a] sound as in the word "sat" can be a bit 
ugly, especially if nasalized at all. If you're hearing 
this, ask them to open the mouth as if singing an 
[ah] on the "offending" word, thus singing the [a] 
vowel within the space of an [ah] vowel.  
 
As a matter of personal taste I like to hear the [uh] 
vowel (especially when used on an accented syl-
lable) leaned considerably toward a pure [ah]. The 
simple word "of" would then become [ahv] rather 
than [uhv]. The word "love" would be leaned to-
ward [lahv] rather than [luhv]. The word "country" 
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NEWLY PUBLISHED MUSIC TITLES 

America (from The Jazz Singer) - In the Key of F, this patriotic anthem arranged by Peg 

Millard is rated difficult. Some sections are in eight parts.  

It’s A Brand New Day - In the key of A, this uptune arranged by Joe Liles is rated medium. 

It’s A Good Day- In the key of E-flat, this uptune arranged by Carolyn Schmidt is rated   

medium. 

It’s A Sin To Tell A Lie - In the key of G, this uptune arranged by Lorraine  Rochefort is       

rated medium. 

Jazzin’ In New Orleans - In the key of F, this uptune arranged by Jo Lund is rated            

medium/difficult. 

Look Me Up When You’re In Dixie - In the key of A-flat, this uptune arranged by Jo Lund    

is rated medium. 

The Nearness Of You - In the key of E-flat, this ballad arranged by Carolyn Healey is    

rated medium. 

We’re All In This Together - In the key of G, this uptune arranged by Lynnell Diamond is 

rated medium/difficult. 

Order your copies from International Sales today! 1-877-545-5441 

Get NEW MUSIC ... Get NEW MUSIC ... Get NEW MUSIC ...    

delivered right to your door!delivered right to your door!delivered right to your door!   

To order individual titles or join the 
New Music Subscription Club  

call toll-free at 877-545-5441 or go 
to sales@sweetadelineintl.org 

Join Sweet Adelines International’s Join Sweet Adelines International’s Join Sweet Adelines International’s 
New Music Subscription Club and get New Music Subscription Club and get New Music Subscription Club and get 
30 of the latest barbershop titles, for 30 of the latest barbershop titles, for 30 of the latest barbershop titles, for 
adults or young women, delivered adults or young women, delivered adults or young women, delivered 
right to your door! Club price for right to your door! Club price for right to your door! Club price for 
members is just $25/year, and nonmembers is just $25/year, and nonmembers is just $25/year, and non---
members pay only $30/year. members pay only $30/year. members pay only $30/year.    
   
The newest titles are sent approxi-The newest titles are sent approxi-The newest titles are sent approxi-
mately every eight weeks. As an mately every eight weeks. As an mately every eight weeks. As an 
added benefit, we’ve included FREE added benefit, we’ve included FREE added benefit, we’ve included FREE 
shipping and handling in the sub-shipping and handling in the sub-shipping and handling in the sub-
scription price. Join now and discover scription price. Join now and discover scription price. Join now and discover 
a world of new music at a great a world of new music at a great a world of new music at a great 
price ... delivered to your door!price ... delivered to your door!price ... delivered to your door!   
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To donate email overtone@sweetadelineintl.org 

…these are the ingredients 

that fuel the vision  

for Sweet Adelines  

International’s  

future. 

 

You can help to  

ensure the  

organization’s  

continuing   

prosperity by  

supporting The Overtone  

Society’s 2011-2012 Annual 

Fund. 

 

Your 100% tax-deductible 

gift will be applied to the de-

velopment of educational 

programs and services and 

their delivery on the chapter, 

regional and international 

levels. 

 

                       Distinctive,      

                           jewel-  

                         enhanced  

                           donor  

                        recognition    

                  pins have been    

               created for these   

           Annual Fund giving 

levels:                      

Diamond,  

 $2,500 or more; 

Sapphire, 

 $1,000 to $2,400; 

Ruby,  

 $500 to $999; and 

Emerald,  

 $100 to $499. 

 

“Although nature has gifted us all with voices, 
correct singing is the result of art and study.” 

— Aristotle 




